
SDB, inc.

4002 Beltline Road, Suite #110

Addison, TX 75001

469-619-3753

CUSTOMER: The City of Coppell BID DATE: 3/12/2015
ADDRESS: 520 Southwestern Blvd. PROPOSAL NO.: 61-0149

Coppell Texas 75019 PROPOSAL TYPE.: TXMAS
JOB DESC.: Fire Station #1 Screening Wall
CONTACT: Tim Oates

We are pleased to propose the following pricing thru TXMAS -14-03FAC010 : Pricing includes all labor, materials, and equipment.

Scope Of Work

SUB TOTAL 117,584.25$                   

SMART Buy Fee 1,750.83$                       

P&P Bonds 2,983.38$                       

TOTAL 122,318.45$                   
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Thank you,

SDB, Inc. Accepted by:

Prepared by

Reviewed by

225 linear foot of double brick wall with grey mortar to span the distance from the existing corner of the fire stations NW corner to 

the cell phone brick structure and pick up on the other side of the cell phone brick structure and follow in the place of the existing 

chain link fence. Terminating where the fence currently terminates.  (2) 2' x2' x 8'3" Primary brick columns complete with all 

appurtenances to be located on the far East and West end of the total span.  (1) 3' x 8' pedestrian gate with expanded metal 

fence and padlock hasp to be located between the cell phone brick structure and the new wall on the West side.  (1) 6' x 20' 

double swing gate with pad lock hasp to be located at the NE corner of the fire station running towards the North property line.  A 

6' wrought iron fence with a custom panel to make up the remaining distance between the gate and the new wall.  A 1' x 7' 

drainage grate will be provided at the drainage outlet.  20 yards of decomposed granite will be dropped for owner to spread.  All 

grading, excavation and spoil removal.  Extension of all effected down spout drains under wall in the north direction towards the 

train tracks.  

Keith Tomlinson

Jason Gillespie

Permits Costs

Premium time unless otherwise indicated

The City of Coppell

JOC PROPOSAL

Anything not listed on Scope of Work

EXCLUSIONS

Extra charges can be incurred while drilling for piers if non typical conditions are encountered.

CLARIFICATIONS

SDB CONFIDENTIAL
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